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In scenario where wireless ad hoc networks are deployed, significant TCP
unfairness in wireless ad hoc networks has been reported during the past
several years. This unfairness results from the nature of the shared wireless
medium and location dependency. However, this queue is not a FIFO queue.
TCP flows sharing the queue have different, dynamically changing priorities
determined by the topology and traffic patterns. Thus, they get different
feedback in terms of packet loss rate and packet delay when congestion
occurs. In this paper, we will use a normal FIFO scheduling scheme, which
helps competing TCP connections to achieve fairness without much
throughput loss. Simulation results show that our scheme successfully
eliminates the extreme unfairness existing in above-mentioned scenarios.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
A wireless ad hoc network is a decentralized type of wireless network without the use of any
existing network infrastructure or centralized administration. The decentralized nature of wireless ad hoc
networks makes them suitable for a variety of applications where central nodes can't be relied on, and may
improve the scalability of wireless ad hoc networks compared to wireless managed networks. Minimal
configuration and quick deployment make ad hoc networks can be expanded in the future such as university,
military service since it doesn’t need any fixed infrastructure to make a connection. The presence of dynamic
and adaptive routing protocols enables ad hoc networks to be formed quickly. In this paper, we address TCP
performance within a wireless ad hoc network. This has been an area of active research recently, and
progress has been reported in several directions. Three different types of challenges are posed to TCP design
by such networks. First, as the topology changes, the path is interrupted and TCP goes into repeated,
exponentially increasing time-outs with severe performance impact. Efficient retransmission strategies have
been proposed to overcome such problems [1]. The second problem has to do with the fact that TCP
performance in a wireless ad hoc environment depends critically on the congestion window in use. If the
window grows too large, there are too many packets (and ACKs) on the path, all competing for the same
medium. Congestion builds up and causes “wastage” of the broadcast medium with consequent throughput
degradation [2]. The third problem is significant TCP unfairness which has been revealed and reported
through both simulations and test bed measurements recently [3], [4], [5].
This paper focuses on the third problem, namely, enhancing TCP fairness in ad hoc networks.
Previous work on this topic mostly dealt with the underlying factors causing TCP unfairness. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows: We review the literature in Section 2. Section 3 present the methodology
whereas in section 4 is the simulation experiment. Simulation results and analysis of the simulation [6] are
discuss in section 5 and Section 6 is the conclusion.
2.

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Postel [7], TCP which is the dominating end-to-end protocol on the internet today
carry more than 90% of the total traffic. It provides a secure and reliable connection between two hosts in a
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multi-network environment appeared in numerous clones such as Newreno, Sack, and etc. All these are with
different features and advantages but with maximal throughput as main objective. Recently, several
researchers have studied TCP fairness in multi-hop wireless networks especially under the IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol.
Xu and Gerla [8] and He [9] proposed solutions to such problems that due to the interaction of the
802.11 MAC layer protocol, more precisely the hidden terminal problem and binary back off scheme with the
TCP window mechanism and time out. This TCP 802.11 interaction was found to cause unfairness among
competing TCP flows and in extreme cases “capture” of the channel by a few flows [10]. Li et al [11] has
pointed out the fact that TCP performance in ad hoc multihop environment depends critically on the window
in use. If the window grows too large, there are too many packets (and ACKs) on the path, all competing for
the same medium. Congestion builds up and causes “wastage” of the broadcast medium and severe
throughput degradation [12]. To address fairness at the MAC layer, several fair scheduling schemes have
been proposed for general shared wireless channel environment. For example, Vaidya et al [13] presented a
distributed fair scheduling algorithm for wireless LAN that emulates Self-Clocked Fair Queuing in a
distributed manner and chooses a back off interval that is proportional to the end tag of the packet to be
transmitted. While Nandagopal et al [14] proposed a general analytical framework that can translate any
given fairness requirement into a matching back off scheme. These schemes address the fairness of MAC in
general whereas here we try to eliminate the extreme unfairness among TCP flows in a broad class of ad hoc
network environments. On the other hand, compared to the scheme proposed in this paper, these schemes are
back off-based solutions, i.e. they try to achieve fairness by modifying the back off policy of MAC protocol.
Broch et al [15] noted in the MONARCH project that use ad hoc extensions to do simulation to make
comparisons about performance of multi-hop wireless ad hoc network routing protocols. In the simulation,
Broch, Johnson and Maltz [16] admits the Dynamic Source Routing is used as the routing protocol for
implementation of wireless ad hoc Network. Koksal et al [17] observed a same phenomenon that is a shortterm unfairness is always significant even though UDP traffic was used in that paper. In this paper, however,
we are more interested in the long-term unfairness of multiple TCP flows. This type of unfairness may starve
some TCP flows, although the aggregate throughput may still be high. Bensaou, Wang and Ko [18] presented
a general “fair scheduling based framework” to guarantee the fair share of the wireless media. A predefined
fair share for each node is determined during the admission control. Then, each node will continuously
monitor its currently achieved throughput. Based on this information, a fair index is calculated for each node
and the BEB back off scheme is replaced by a new scheme based on the fair index. In fact, the fairness of
the MAC layer has been an active area of research. The fairness of the MAC layer has an impact on network
performance in general, regardless of the transport protocol used. However, few studies have addressed TCP
and the MAC protocol interactions. In Gerla et al [19] and Yang [20] reported that significant TCP unfairness
is still dominant over MACAW
3.

METHODOLOGY
In our experiment, our simulations are considered to be using normal FIFO data with its designed
scheme. The purpose of this experiment is to measure the performance of the TCP connection in a wireless
ad hoc network that use to get the data from the scheme and testing the data delay and packet sequences. In
our experiment, we just focus on wireless connection only. In addition, we add 2 new UDP agents, which are
UDP0 and UDP1 for our simulation. It used 2 FTP connections. Problem occurred if we set the packet size in
FTP connection. Therefore, we decided to use a UDP agent to set the packet size. By adding the UDP agent
our simulation can work as well.
4.

EXPERIMENT
In this experiment, we use the configuration and parameter to get the simulation. In Figure 1 below,
we use seven nodes for our simulation. There are five wireless nodes as node 0, node 1, node 2, node 3, and
node 4. While there are two agents which is node 5 represents as router and node 6 represents as a server.
These five wireless nodes are space 200m away from its neighbors equally.

Figure 1. Scenario for simulation
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Each node just can communicate with its immediate neighbors at this distance effectively. The TCP version
that we use is the new Reno type. 2 FTP connections which are FTP0 and FTP1 are used as TCP traffics.
Both FTP sources have unlimited backlogs to send. Besides that, we also use 2 UDP connections which are
UDP0 and UDP1. In Figure 1 the FTP0 and UDP0 connections are from node 0 to node 6 (Server) while
FTP1 and UDP1 connections are from node 6 (Server) to node 4. The setting of the simulation parameters are
given in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation Parameter
Wireless channel bandwidth
Wireless node interface queue limit
Version of TCP used
Nominal radio transmission range
Buffer management for wireless nodes
Queue limit for wireless nodes
Packet size
New UDP agent
Delay between nodes
Total number of nodes

NS-2 Setting
2 Mb/s
50 Packets
New Reno
250 m
Drop Tail
50 Packets
1024 Bytes
-

Our Experiment Setting
2 Mb/s
10 Packets
New Reno
Drop Tail
1024 Bytes
2 (UDP0 & UDP1)
20 ms
7

Packets are transported among network nodes via network links. These packets are generated by network
applications (data packet) or network protocols (control packet). An event scheduler is in charge of ordering
all the packets (or events) by their arriving time and let the nodes, links, and agents to handle these packets in
sequence. A full trace of each packet or their statistical information can be stored in a trace file, and used to
generate graphs or animations. Sometimes there are problem which the network bandwidth is not used fairly
among the nodes. Nodes near the gateway may overuse the bandwidth while nodes far away from the
gateway scarcely share the bandwidth. Furthermore, if the destination node is located in the same ad hoc
domain as the source, existing route selection methods result in high overhead or longer routes. When a node
is created, it is automatically assigned an address and a default routing module. Nodes are the sources and
destinations of the packets. In the script, $ns is the scheduler object and node is its method to create a node,
$n0 and $nl hold the reference to the newly created node object. TCP often faces severe unfairness in this
type of connection scenario, which forces some TCP flows to completely stop transferring any data despite
all links being in good states.
The following script segment creates one link to connect these two nodes with 2M bandwidth and
20ms delay. A link receives packets from one end, compute the delay and transmission time, and send them
to the other end after the time elapsed. If two or more packets are going through the same link, the later
packet should wait in a queue until all previous packets are sent. If the number of packets waiting exceeds the
queue limit, new packets sent to this link are dropped.
ns duplex-link $n0 $n1 2Mb 20ms Drop Tail
When the network topology is created, agents can be attached to nodes to generate packets and put
them onto the network. There are agents in different network protocol layers. In the transportation layer,
there are TCP and UDP agents. In our simulation we used two TCP agents and two UDP agent and put them
on node $n0. When an agent is attached to a node, it sends and receive packet through this node. For our
simulation, we use FTP and CBR agents to generate continued data streams. When an agent is attached to
another agent, they send and receive data through this agent.
If nodes and links is the scene on the stage, agents are the actors; then the scheduler is the director.
The scene and actors do not know how to perform unless the director tells them. The scheduler is a built-in
object in NS-2 user can tell it when to do what. The script segment asks the scheduler to open the traffic
generator at 0.1 seconds of the simulation and close it at 3.5 second. The script segment also instruct the
scheduler the whole simulation will last for 3.9 seconds. Every time a packet is received by an agent or a
link, a delay time representing the processing time or network delay is computed and actually the packet is
handed to the scheduler as an event. The scheduler orders all the events by time and fires them one by one. In
NS-2, the scheduler is non real-time by default. The timestamps are not physical time in the simulation but
used to order the events. So a 3.9 second simulation may take 2.0 seconds or 1 hour, depending on the
complexity of the topology and the number of events fired during the simulation.
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5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance parameters are as follows End-to-end delay refers to the time taken for a packet to
be transmitted across a network from source to destination, Jitter is the fluctuation of end-to-end delay from
one packet to the next packet of connection flow, Throughput is the ratio of the total amount of data which
reaches the receiver from the sender to the time it takes for the receiver to receive the last packet. Lastly,
Packet loss is the failure of one or more transmitted packets to arrive at their destination. As a rule of thumb
derived from day-to-day practical experience, in general with TCP/IP protocols a packet loss below 0.1% (1
lost packet in every 1000 packets) can be tolerated; anything higher will have more or less impact (depending
on circumstances) and needs to be addressed. In MANETs throughput is affected by various changes in
topology, limited bandwidth and limited power. Unreliable communication is also one of the factors which
adversely affect the throughput parameter.
a.

End-to-End Delay
In Figure 2 gives the results of normal FIFO scheduling and demonstrates result for end-to-end
delay.

Figure 2. End-to-end Delay Versus Packet Size
The highest data transfer rate is 0.096 seconds. Best results attained at data transfer rate of 1000 bytes.
Higher value of data transfer rate shows irregularities in terms of time measurement and unpredictability in
terms of data delivery.
b.

Jitter
The jitter may have been distributed as several bursts of higher jitter shown in Figure 3. Some of
jitter peak is not been able to be measured properly and information is lost.

Figure 3. Jitter of Received Packet at node (sec) vs sequence number
It is because roughly 1/5 of the packets have a much higher jitter frequency distribution. From Figure 3, it is
not possible to tell how the jitter was distributed over time. For example, the maximum simulation jitter was
set to 0.002 seconds. The simulation jitter 0.004 seconds was lost because the maximum jitter frequency
distribution was exceeded.
c.

Throughput
In Figure 4 and 5 show how the throughput affects transaction performance.
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d.

Figure 4. Throughput of sending bits vs time
(sec)

Figure 5. Throughput of receiving bit vs time (sec)

The highest throughput is about 4000000 bit on 2.15 seconds for the sending throughput while for the
receiving throughput is around 2.2 seconds. Throughput is calculated by dividing the total content length (in
bit) by response time (in sec). This data is useful to measure the user connection speed as well as the
bandwidth usage of the server. In Figure 6 the highest throughput of dropping bit is about 180000 bit on 2.3
seconds. The throughput is constantly increased until it reaches at the above 180000 bit after that following
by decreased.

Figure 6. Throughput of dropping bit vs time (sec)
e. Packet Loss
Packet loss is where network traffic fails to reach its destination in a timely manner. Most commonly packets
get dropped before the destination can be reached. There isn’t too much packet loss in this wireless. Only
1.39 percent of packets that are not arrive in the destination.
6.

CONCLUSION
TCP is a window-based acknowledgement-clocked flow control protocol. It uses additive-increase
multiplicative decrease strategy for changing its window as a function of network conditions. Packets of a
TCP connection are sent with increasing consecutive sequence numbers. In the simplest operation of TCP, at
each arrival of a packet at the destination, an ACK is sent back to the source with the information of the next
sequence number that is expected. The simulation results show that the scheme improves the fairness among
TCP connections greatly.
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